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Those who know me know that I'm "slightly irregular", and actually ENJOY that persona ! What absolutely DELIGHTS me today is to talk about my life-long love affair with BOXES!   
Yep! That's what I said: "BOXES"!                                      
Remembering back to my childhood, my parents (being clueless about what suffices as a wonderful doll) would buy my sister and I (for Christmas) large, prim, stiff dolls with painted-on eyes and sheer ruffled dresses. They were the cold types of dolls that nobody could cuddle. They were only "for looking at". Our parents' jaws dropped when we took our dolls out of the large boxes they came in, set the dolls aside and played with the boxes instead! Those big boxes were amazing! Employing mom's paring knife, we contemplated cutting doors and windows into those boxes. Our minds and our voices were full of excitement as we made our plans. OH! The possibilities! We talked it over while we considered: Would we make cottages or castles, duplexes or dorms, hotels or houseboats, lodges or log cabins, mansions or motels? Both of us were imaginative. The entire room was "electric" as we considered what those boxes could be turned into! Then we went about the house in search of smaller boxes which could be turned into tables, chairs, beds...whatever! Even the box that the toothpaste tube came in was "fair game" to US! Wallpaper and curtains for each room could be created either with wrapping paper or blank paper and crayons. They could be folded accordian-style and taped by the windows with scotch tape. We could draw and color glitzy chandeliers and tape them to "the ceiling" of the abode we were creating. Our imaginations went WILD! When we grew up, we remembered those Christmas mornings fondly because of the BOXES! We giggled, remembering our parents' reactions to our receiving those big, cold, fussy dolls in those glorious boxes! 
My childhood love for creating things from boxes became an obsession. The elderly lady next door gifted me with a children's book that illustrated all kinds of things children can make from BOXES! I was in heaven! I brought home stacks of empty boxes from "The General Store" in our town and cluttered our home with the many items that I created: In my room were rocking cradles for my dolls and stuffed animals, while swings for my smaller dolls were suspended from coat hangers that were hooked onto door frames, and wagons to take my dolls for rides in were neatly parked inside of my clothes closet.
The word about the versatility of boxes spread throughout the neighborhood! The neighborhood "gang" wiled away summer days sliding down a nearby grassy hillside on large, flattened cardboard boxes. It was our own summertime version of sledding, because we actually sledded down that hill when there was snow.  
To this day, I LOVE, LOVE, LOVE BOXES!                                                                But there's one box, in particular, that I've had a special love affair with for 14 years. I've always fondly referred to it as "THE COFFIN BOX".                                         
THAT BOX ! :
..So grand, so strong and so utilitarian! I cherished that box! It commanded respect from those who can love something grand and wonderful. It was mine...ALL MINE! When I'd go to the basement where I stored it, I'd fight the urge to put it on the floor and climb into it. YOU know: Just to size it up! I was curious. I pondered: "Would it be creepy if I slipped down into that box? Would it, indeed, be 'body size'?" Then, with level-headed reasoning, I mentally answered my own question: "Well, probably not, because the box wasn't actually a coffin. It was only a huge box of similar proportions." Hmmm...that box was maybe 6 feet long and 2 1/2 feet wide. I thought: "I'm 5'6" tall". I wondered IF the box actually WAS the size of a coffin! Curiousity had AN UNSHAKABLE GRIP on me! I placed it onto my basement floor and slipped down into it. YEP! Spooky, but true, FOR SURE(!), it was a match, and its name, "Coffin Box", wasn't a misnomer! 
Then, one day,TRAGEDY STRUCK! 
MY PRECIOUS POSSESSION DISAPPEARED!!! 
I've suffered now in silent agony for maybe 8 years. I owned that Coffin Box and sent it out into service to the Garden Club. But after I took it, loaded with wreath bows, to a Club member's home where our "freshly-made, triple-mix-of-greens" Christmas wreaths and bows were distributed to the customers, it never came home!  IT BECAME MISSING! 
No one, but NO ONE knew where it was! 
When I asked the club members who should have known what happened to it, I got nothing but "deer-in-the-headlights" looks. 
(Huh???) They were, indeed, "Clueless in Clarkston"! 
OH! THE DRAMA!!!
Then, like in the stages of mourning:                                             First I was in DISBELIEF  that The Coffin Box was actually missing.                                                                                           Then DENIAL that it was actually GONE came into play. It MUST be SOMEWHERE!                                                         Working on down to ANGER, ...despite the fact that I'd taped a sign onto it saying,"Return this box to Anita", it hadn't been returned. Had someone viciously ripped the sign off of the box and disposed of the evidence? I love my friends, and I couldn't even faintly imagine ANY of them doing a thing like that! They're not mean!                                                                                      In time, came the ACCEPTANCE of its "death", thinking that it had been simply broken down and perhaps recycled or burned. My heart was truly broken and I felt such an "empty" feeling from its loss. I blamed myself for something: If I had only taken a picture of it, that photo could have been displayed in my study next to the photo of my late, dearly beloved husband. I thought, "If only I had the ashes from my Coffin Box, I could have displayed them in a Mason Jar next to its photo."  
Then, this week I got an email from Sue White describing the box and asking if I'd be "interested" in having it. 
INTERESTED?!!! INTERESTED?!!!
Hurriedly I typed: "YES! YES! OH MY GOSH, YES!                              
I'd LOVE to have that box!                                                            
As I read Sue's email, tears of joy ran down my face and dropped onto my phone. This was a miracle coming true! She explained that the corners were a tad weak, but that she'd be glad to bolster them up with a little heavy duty tape.                  
OH! WHAT AN ANGEL!                                                                     
I said, "WOW!!! You absolutely made my day! Now I'm going to have a HUGE smile on my face ALL NIGHT! Nobody, but NOBODY will be able to wipe it off my face!!! If I'd die in my sleep tonight, people are going to wonder what the H_LL I'd been up to before bedtime! ...And the real reason wouldn't be believable to them!"
"So...Hey, Sue! Just between you and me,...Let's keep'em guessing if THAT happens because THEIR imaginations can conjure up MUCH MORE INTERESTING STORIES than what's the actual truth!"    : )    : )   : )                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     


